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BENEFITS OF DATA MANAGEMENT 
   Better chances to find what you are looking for 
Predictable location 
Meaningful structure 
   More efficient work with data 
   Easier sharing of your data and transfer of knowledge 
   Safe location of files  
   Less stress when finishing a project 












• File Integrity 
• File Identification 
Only images – no PDF 
Drawing types: 
 Specimen 
 Sensor layout (annotated sensors) 
 Setup 
Sensor Label Sensor Type Comment Pos ition Units Coordinate Space Serial NumberSensor Measurement UnitsDA Channel NumberChannel Name
X Y Z I J K Value
A0F2NX Accelerometer UniAxia l . 	Appendage 	West	. Sensor direction: 	N1110 732 0 in 1 0 0 Global Coordinate Space NA in 1 7-34 1
A0F2NY Accelerometer TriAxia l . 	Roof	SW corner	. Sensor direction: 	Up	W	N364.75 1113 5 in 0 1 0 Global Coordinate Space NA in 2 7-39 1
A0F2NZ Accelerometer TriAxia l . 	Roof	SE corner	. Sensor direction: 	Up	W	N730.75 -15 5 in 0 0 1 Global Coordinate Space NA in 3 7-35 1
A0F3WX Accelerometer TriAxia l . 	Roof	NE corner	. Sensor direction: 	Up	W	N1855.25 -15 5 in 1 0 0 Global Coordinate Space NA in 4 7-19 1
A0F3WY Accelerometer 277 131 0 in 0 1 0 Global Coordinate Space NA in 5 7-20 1
A0F3WZ Accelerometer 277 131 0 in 0 0 1 Global Coordinate Space NA in 6 7-15 1
A0F4NX Accelerometer 10 245 150 in 1 0 0 Global Coordinate Space NA in 7 7-27 1
A0F4NY Accelerometer 10 245 150 in 0 1 0 Global Coordinate Space NA in 8 7-31 1
A0F4NZ Accelerometer 10 245 150 in 0 0 1 Global Coordinate Space NA in 9 7-26 1
A0F7NX Accelerometer 277 245 0 in 1 0 0 Global Coordinate Space NA in 10 7-17 1
A0F7NY Accelerometer 277 245 0 in 0 1 0 Global Coordinate Space NA in 11 7-18 1
A0F7NZ Accelerometer 277 245 0 in 0 0 1 Global Coordinate Space NA in 12 7-16 1
A1S1EX Accelerometer 10 131 0 in 1 0 0 Global Coordinate Space NA in 13 1-12 1
Calibration ConstantPos ition Orientation
Required values for sensor metadata template: 
Sensor Label  DA Channel Number 
Channel Name  Calibration Constant  
Sensor Type Position (X,Y,Z) -  
Position Units 
Coordinate Space – must be Global Coordinate Space 
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Manuals,  interim reports, 
lab notes, interim papers, 
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Additional material, lab 
notes, interim papers, 











Trial name  
Description 








Start and end dates 
Documentation 
Analysis 
Documenting sensor measurements  Curation process 
BENEFITS OF DATA MANAGEMENT 
Better chances to find what you are looking for 
• Predictable location 
• Meaningful structure 
More efficient work with data 
Easier sharing of your data and transfer of knowledge 
Safe location of files  
Less stress when finishing a project 
FILE FORMATS 
• Use common and mainstream formats  
• Use formats consistently 
• Avoid bundling and embedding formats  
 
Recommended formats: 
• Sensor data: tab delimited ASCII  or CSV  
• Documentation PDF is recommended 
• Images: PNG, JPG, and GIF;  avoid BMP 
• Frame captures:: ZIP, TAR, TAR.GZ 
• Video: currently no restrictions ; 
     avoid formats that require a specific codec, e.g. ASF 
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